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a b s t r a c t

Boolean functions have numerous applications in domains as diverse as coding theory, cryptography,
and telecommunications. Heuristics play an important role in the construction of Boolean functions
with the desired properties for a specific purpose. However, there are only sparse results trying to
understand the problem’s difficulty. With this work, we aim to address this issue. We conduct a
fitness landscape analysis based on Local Optima Networks (LONs) and investigate the influence of
different optimization criteria and variation operators. We observe that the naive fitness formulation
results in the largest networks of local optima with disconnected components. Also, the combination
of variation operators can both increase or decrease the network size. Most importantly, we observe
correlations of local optima’s fitness, their degrees of interconnection, and the sizes of the respective
basins of attraction. This can be exploited to restart algorithms dynamically and influence the degree
of perturbation of the current best solution when restarting.

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Boolean functions are mathematical objects that can be
niquely represented in truth tables and they have applications
n diverse domains. Not only do they form a core concept in
ombinatorial optimization, such as in the satisfiability problem,
ut they are used to construct Hadamard matrices [1], strongly
egular graphs [2], and decision diagrams [3]. In coding theory,
very binary unrestricted code of length 2n can be interpreted

as a set of Boolean functions [4,5]. In sequences, bent sequences
constructed using bent Boolean functions have the lowest value
of mutual correlations and autocorrelations, and they are used in
communication systems with multiple access [6]. In telecommu-
nications, bent Boolean functions are used in CDMA networks [7].
In cryptography, Boolean functions are used in stream and block
ciphers as the source of nonlinearity [8,9], the design of hash
functions [10], or for generating pseudorandom numbers [11].
While various domains have different usages of Boolean func-
tions, some shared characteristics remain. For instance, the ratio
between the zeros and ones in the Boolean function’s truth table
is an important characteristic for many fields. Similarly, the non-
linearity property is not only relevant in cryptography, but also
coding theory and sequences. Unfortunately, such widespread use
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of Boolean functions can also represent a problem since there
are numerous scenarios (e.g., considering Boolean function size
or relevant properties) for Boolean functions, and it is not always
readily available how to construct the required Boolean function.

There are several construction methods to construct Boolean
functions: algebraic constructions, random search, heuristics, and
combinations of those methods [12]. The advantages of heuristics
seem to be (1) the ability to generate many different functions,
(2) easy adjustment for different criteria, and (3) very good per-
formance if the size of a Boolean function is not too large. On the
other hand, the main drawbacks are (1) no guarantee that optimal
solutions will be reached, (2) for every new Boolean function size,
new optimization needs to be undertaken, and (3) due to the huge
search space size, heuristics are limited in the Boolean function
size. In practice, in many domains, the size n of a Boolean function
is not very large. For instance, in error-correcting codes, the sizes
usually do not surpass 10 since they already give codes of size
2n (i.e., codes of length 1024). In cryptography, when used as
vectorial Boolean functions, they rarely surpass the size 8, and in
the stream ciphers, the size was at most 10 until recent algebraic
attacks, and now, the size goes up to 20 inputs. At the same time,
already for n > 5, the exhaustive search is not possible. Note,
that, for a Boolean function with n inputs, there are 22n possible
oolean functions.
Heuristics is applied to evolve Boolean functions for cryp-

ography [13] and combinatorial designs [14,15]. What is more,
ome of the common properties of Boolean functions commonly
volved with heuristics are relevant is the telecommunications
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able 1
ruth table of a Boolean function with 3 inputs.
x2 x1 x0 TT

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0

[7] and sequences [6] domains. Thus, while heuristics has an
important role in the design of Boolean functions, there are only
sparse results trying to understand the problem’s difficulty or
when it can reach optimal solutions. Fitness landscape analysis
(FLA) studies the influence of representations on the design of
such heuristics, addressing the relative importance of features in
explaining the algorithm performance [16].

This article investigates how a range of different design de-
isions can affect the search for Boolean functions. In particular,
e conduct the first FLA for Boolean functions considering several

unction sizes most occurring in the literature, Boolean function
roperties, and variation operators in isolation as well as in
ombination. As far as we know, this is also the first time that
ombined neighborhood strategies are applied (in parallel) and
onsidered in an FLA context in general.

. Boolean functions and their properties

Let n be a positive integer, i.e., n ∈ N+. The set of all n-tuples
f elements in the field F2 is denoted as Fn

2 where F2 is the Galois
ield with two elements. The inner product of two vectors a and
is denoted by a · b and equals a · b =

⨁n−1
i=0 aibi. Here, ‘‘⊕’’

epresents addition modulo two (bitwise XOR).
An (n, 1)-function is any mapping f from Fn

2 to F2 and such
function is called the Boolean function. A Boolean function f
n Fn

2 can be uniquely represented by a truth table (TT), which
s a vector (f (0), . . . , f (1)) that contains the function values of f ,
rdered lexicographically, i.e., a ≤ b.
The Walsh–Hadamard transform Wf is a unique representa-

tion of a Boolean function that measures the correlation between
f (x) and the linear functions a · x [17]:

Wf (a) =
∑
x∈Fn2

(−1)f (x)⊕a·x. (1)

A Boolean function f is balanced if it takes the value 1 exactly
the same number 2n−1 of times as the value 0 when the input
ranges over Fn

2.
The minimum Hamming distance between a Boolean function

f and all affine functions (in the same number of variables as f )
is called the nonlinearity of f . The nonlinearity Nlf of a Boolean
function f can be expressed in terms of the Walsh–Hadamard
coefficients as [17]:

Nlf = 2n−1
−

1
2
max
a∈Fn2
|Wf (a)|. (2)

In Table 1, we give an example of a Boolean function with
3 inputs. Clearly, this function is balanced as it has the same
number of zeros and ones in the truth table representation (TT
column).

In Table 2, we give an example of Walsh–Hadamard calcula-
tion of the Boolean function from Table 1. Notice that to conform
with Eq. (1), instead of TT, we write f (x). Also, while we write a
values as integers, they should be considered as binary values.
2

Finally, from column Wf (a), we see that the maximal absolute
Walsh–Hadamard spectrum value equals 4, which means that
nonlinearity equals 2 as per Eq. (2) (22

−
1
2 · 4 = 2).

The maximal value of the Walsh–Hadamard spectrum equals
t least 2n/2, which occurs in the case of bent Boolean func-
ions [1]. Bent functions cannot be balanced, as their Hamming
eight equals 2n

−1±2
n
2−1. Bent functions exist only for n even.

The nonlinearity of bent functions equals [1,18]:

Nlf = 2n−1
− 2

n
2−1. (3)

The nonlinearity of a Boolean function with n variables is
ounded above by 2n−1

− 2
n
2−1 (the Covering Radius Bound).

Clearly, this bound cannot be tight when n is odd, so for Boolean
functions with an odd number of inputs, the maximal nonlinear-
ity lies between 2n−1

− 2
n−1
2 and 2n−1

− 2
n
2−1.

While we consider here only two properties, balancedness and
nonlinearity, they play important roles in different domains. For
example, finding the covering radius for the Reed–Muller code of
order one is equivalent to finding maximally nonlinear Boolean
functions [17]. Note that balanced Boolean functions are used
in cryptography and coding theory while bent functions are, for
instance, used in sequences and mobile networks.

3. Applications of Boolean functions

In the last few decades, there has been a number of pa-
pers considering heuristics and Boolean functions. A more careful
study reveals that a large part of those works considers ap-
plications in cryptography, and we provide an overview in the
following.

To the best of our knowledge, Millan et al. were the first to ap-
ply genetic algorithms (GAs) to the evolution of cryptographically
suitable Boolean functions [19]. There, the authors experimented
with GA to evolve Boolean functions with high nonlinearity. Later,
Millan et al. [20] continued to use GA to evolve Boolean functions
with high nonlinearity. In conjunction with the GA, they used
hill climbing and a resetting step to find Boolean functions with
even higher nonlinearity and sizes of up to 12 inputs. Dawson
et al. [21] experimented with two-stage optimization to gen-
erate Boolean functions. They used a combination of simulated
annealing and hill-climbing with a cost function motivated by the
Parseval theorem to find functions with high nonlinearity and low
autocorrelation. Kavut and Melek [22] developed improved cost
functions for a search that combines simulated annealing and hill
climbing. With that approach, the authors were able to find some
functions of eight and nine inputs that have a combination of
nonlinearity and autocorrelation values previously not obtained.
Millan et al. [23] proposed a new adaptive strategy for the local
search algorithm for the generation of Boolean functions with
high nonlinearity. Hernan et al. [24] were the first to use a multi-
objective random bit climber to search for balanced Boolean
functions of size up to eight inputs with high nonlinearity. Picek
et al. [25] experimented with genetic algorithms and genetic
programming to find Boolean functions that possess several cryp-
tographic properties. As far as we are aware, this is the first
application of genetic programming to the evolution of Boolean
functions with cryptographic properties. Mariot and Leporati [26]
used Particle Swarm Optimization to find Boolean functions with
good trade-offs of cryptographic properties for dimensions up to
12.

There have been several successful approaches where the
authors could find bent Boolean functions for different dimen-
sions. Hrbacek and Dvorak experimented with Cartesian genetic
programming to evolve bent Boolean functions of size up to
16 inputs [27]. When considering combinatorial designs, Mariot
et al. used evolutionary algorithms to design binary orthogonal
arrays [14] and orthogonal Latin squares [15].
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Table 2
Calculation of the Walsh–Hadamard spectrum for a Boolean function with 3 inputs.
a f (x) Wf (a)

0 1 (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)0 + (−1)1 + (−1)0 = 0
1 1 (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)0 + (−1)0 + (−1)0 + (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)1 = 0
2 0 (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)0 + (−1)0 + (−1)0 + (−1)1 = 0
3 1 (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)0 = 0
4 0 (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)1 = −4
5 0 (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)0 + (−1)0 + (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)0 + (−1)0 = 4
6 1 (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)0 = −4
7 0 (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)1 + (−1)0 + (−1)1 + (−1)1 = −4
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Fig. 1. An example of the connectivity in local optima networks.

4. Analyzing fitness landscapes

Fitness landscapes describe the relationship between search
nd fitness space [28], thus a heuristic strategy can navigate a
pecific landscape structure searching for optimal solutions.
Several cost models have been used to make specific pre-

ictions for combinatorial problems, identifying which features
f the fitness landscape contribute more to the problem solv-
ng complexity during the search. By identifying these features,
ome improvements regarding the algorithm performance can be
esigned.
The Local Optima Network (LON) [29] is a model designed

o understand the local optima structure in combinatorial land-
capes, incorporating network analysis techniques to study fit-
ess landscapes and problem difficulty [30].
The fitness landscape in LON models is modeled as a graph

here the local optima represent nodes that can be connected. A
ocal search heuristic H maps the solution space S to the set of
ocally optimal solutions S∗. Given a fitness function F , a solution
in the solution space S is a local maximum according to a
eighborhood operator N if F (i) ≥ F (s),∀s ∈ N(i).
Each local optima i has an associated set of basin of attraction

efined by Bi = {s ∈ S|H(s) = i}. This set contains all the
olutions that, after applying a local search starting from each of
hem, the procedure returns i. The cardinality of Bi is the size of
he basin of attraction of i. Given a neighborhood operator, we
ssume a connection between two local optima if at least one
olution in one basin has a neighbor solution in the other basin.
his assumption is based on previous basin-edges models, which
lso do not consider weighted edges [29,31,32].
Fig. 1 shows a simplified LON for visualization purposes, illus-

rating the basin of attraction (red circles), their local optima (big
lue dots), the solutions that converge to the local optima when
pplying the local search (small red dots), and the edges between
he local optima (black lines) that exist due to neighborhood.
ote that sophisticated heuristics might result in many more
nterconnections between the basin of attraction than what we
ave presented in the example.
In early works, local optima networks were exhaustively ex-

racted on representative NK landscape instances [29,33]. Addi-
ionally, some works investigated the correlation between LON
eatures and the performance of search heuristics [16,34,35].
3

Permutation-based problems have also been subject to LON
nalyses [36]. Besides, [30] extended the LON modeling to neutral
itness landscapes. Neutral networks are connected networks of
olutions of equal fitness, with possibly jumps between them. The
uthors study two neutral versions of the NK landscape model,
uning the amount of neutrality. The results confirmed that the
tudy of neutrality could improve the heuristic search.
Recently, some works addressed a LON variant called Com-

ressed Local Optima Network. The work proposed in [37] inves-
igated fitness landscape properties for the Number Partitioning
roblem, exploring whether the global landscape structure of the
umber partitioning problem changes with the phase transition.
n [38], the authors analyzed the network features to find dif-
erences between the landscape structures for the Permutation
lowshop Scheduling Problem (PFSP). The results provided in-
ights into which features impact the performance of an iterated
ocal search heuristic.

The authors in [31] investigated two hill-climbing local search
rocedures for building their corresponding LONs. The LONs were
nalyzed to understand the difficulty of Traveling Thief Problem
TTP) instances. Among others, they found that certain operators
an result in LONs with disconnected components and that at
imes potentially exploitable correlations of node degree, basin
ize, and fitness exist.
Using a similar methodology, the first landscape analysis in the

reater field of security investigated cryptographic S-Boxes [32].
or the chosen fitness functions and two neighborhood operators
considered in isolation), it was observed that the number of local
ptima is substantial, and a conjecture has been made that links
-Boxes of odd dimensions to their problem difficulty.
Here, we use fitness landscape analysis to study the effects

hat algorithmic design decisions have on optimizing Boolean
unctions’ two important properties. We consider three fitness
unctions, two initialization strategies, and three neighborhood
perators — the latter in isolation and combination, resulting in
even different neighborhoods.

. Creating networks with local search

In order to obtain LONs of the Boolean function optimiza-
ion landscape, we use a local search procedure that, starting
rom a given initial solution, converges to a corresponding local
ptimum. Along with the initial solution, all the intermediate
olutions leading from the initial solution to the local optimum
re added as the members of that local optimum’s basin of at-
raction. This procedure is repeated for each solution in the set of
nitial solutions. After that, we record all unique local optima and
econstruct the connections between their basins of attraction.

The local search is described in Algorithm 1; it can be used
ith an arbitrary representation and an arbitrary neighborhood
elationship, where N (.) represents the neighborhood of the
iven solution. In the local search, a new solution is accepted only
f at least one solution with a better fitness value is found within
he entire neighborhood. Note that the algorithm is deterministic;
f there are multiple solutions with the same fitness value, the
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Algorithm 1: A greedy local search heuristic.
1: s← initial solution
2: while there is an improvement do
3: s∗ = s
4: for each s∗∗ in N (s) do
5: if F (s∗∗) > F (s∗) then
6: s∗ ← s∗∗
7: end if
8: end for
9: s = s∗
10: end while

algorithm will retain the first one that it encounters, while the
ordering of the solutions in the neighborhood depends on the
actual neighborhood relation. If no better solution is found in the
initial solution neighborhood, the algorithm will not record the
initial solution as a local optimum.

5.1. Neighborhood operators

This study considers the truth table representation of Boolean
unctions, which is encoded as a bitstring. We opted to use the
itstring encoding, even though the related works usually report
raph/tree encoding as the best performing one, due to two
easons. First, the properties we consider in our fitness func-
ions are directly connected with the truth table representation.
onsequently, exploring neighborhoods in the bitstring encoding
ives a direct insight into the difficulty of the problem. Contrary,
aving a small change in an encoding like the tree encoding,
hich represents a Boolean function in the form of an expression,
an cause a large change in the truth table, thus making the
lgorithmic design decisions more difficult. Second, we explore
oolean functions up to dimension 7 (i.e., when the search space
s 2128) and related works show that for such sizes, the bitstring
ncoding achieves the same performance [13].
With the bitstring encoding, we use three neighborhood vari-

nts within Algorithm 1:

1. The first (denoted ‘‘swap’’) uses the swap operation (also
known as ‘‘toggle’’) to generate the neighborhood; the
swap operation takes two different positions in the bit-
string and exchanges them.

2. The second variant (denoted ‘‘flip’’) flips the selected bit in
the bitstring.

3. The third variant (denoted ‘‘insert’’) uses the insertion op-
erator; this operator takes a value out of the bitstring at a
random position i and inserts it at another random position
j, thus pushing the values between i and j by one spot to
the right.

Also, to investigate complementary capabilities, we consider
he following four combined neighborhoods: (1) swap/flip, (2)
wap/insert, (3) flip/insert, and (4) swap/flip/insert. Whenever
e consider any of these, e.g., swap/flip, we first construct the
eighborhood for each operator in isolation, then merge them
n the defined order (e.g., all the swap neighbors first, then all
he insert neighbors), and then consider this sorted sequence
s the combined neighborhood that is created by considering
oth operators at the same time. Some authors also considered
ombined strategies by proposing algorithms that use local search
ethods based on combined neighborhood operators [39]. How-
ver, they apply local search strategies sequentially, differently
rom our investigation: here, in each algorithm step we merge the
olutions obtained simultaneously from all operators separately.
As we always consider the entire neighborhood before select-
ng the best, the order of the neighborhood-operators in these

4

combinations does not matter, unless – as previously highlighted
– the fitness of several solutions is identical. In that case, the
algorithm will keep the first solution with the best fitness value it
encounters, which favors first neighborhoods in the combination.

5.2. Initialization strategies

In preliminary experiments, we observed that randomly sam-
pled initial solutions for the subsequent hill-climbs result in very
few edges in the final LONs. To give us a greater chance of
observing connections in the LONs, and also for a more systematic
approach, we consider ‘‘lexicographic’’ sampling (abbreviated:
‘‘lex’’). This also starts with a random sample, but all subsequent
samples continue in lexicographic order from the first sample,
based on the binary representation.

5.3. Fitness functions for optimization of Boolean functions

The first fitness function uses the nonlinearity value where the
goal is to maximize it:

fitness1 : Nlf . (4)

In the second fitness function, we aim to search for balanced,
highly nonlinear functions. We use a two-stage fitness in which
a fitness bonus equal to the nonlinearity is awarded only to a
perfectly balanced function; otherwise, the fitness is only de-
scribed by the balancedness penalty. The balancedness penalty
BAL is defined as the difference up to the balancedness (i.e., the
number of bits that need to be changed to reach balancedness)
This difference is included in the fitness function with a negative
sign to act as a penalty in maximization scenarios. The delta
function δBAL,0 takes the value one when BAL = 0 and is zero
otherwise.

fitness2 : −BAL+ δBAL,0 · Nlf . (5)

Finally, the third fitness function extends the second one to
consider the whole Walsh–Hadamard spectrum and not only its
extreme value:

fitness3 : −BAL+ δBAL,0 · (Nlf + Indicator). (6)

The Indicator property is the normalized number of occurrences
of the maximal nonlinearity value in the whole spectrum (de-
noted #max_values). Naturally, the smaller the number of such
maximal values, the easier it is for the algorithm to reach the next
nonlinearity value: Indicator = 2n

−
#max_values

2n .

. Results and discussion

This section analyzes the local optima networks obtained us-
ng the local search heuristic to reveal insights about the search
pace structure. Furthermore, we study the basins of attraction
nd their relationship with some LON properties looking for
dditional search difficulty information.
In our experiments, we explore the following parameters of

he search space, which represent various design decisions that
eed to be made when setting up a heuristic search for Boolean
unctions:

• Boolean functions of size 4 ≤ n ≤ 7;
• three fitness functions (Eqs. (4), (5), and (6));
• two initialization strategies;
• seven neighborhood types (based on swap, flip, and insert);
• number of samples (unique initial solutions).
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able 3
eneral LON and basins’ statistics for Boolean functions size 4. In each row, we show the LON that is the result of conducting a hill-climb from each of the possible
16 unique solutions in the search space. A dash is shown when l cannot be computed as multiple disconnected components exist.
Function Operator nv ne z C Cr b l π S

fitness1
flip 12774 275388 43.1170 0.2672 0.0034 3.4656 – 0 9
insert 12904 435761 67.5389 0.2771 0.0052 3.5939 – 0 7
swap 12774 275388 43.1170 0.2672 0.0034 3.4656 – 0 9
flipinsert 1182 150095 253.9679 0.4945 0.2151 54.7394 1.82 1 1
swapflip 1176 103700 176.3605 0.4093 0.1500 55.0136 1.92 1 1
swapflipinsert 1176 174167 296.2024 0.5072 0.2521 55.0136 1.77 1 1
swapinsert 9806 533767 108.8654 0.2794 0.0111 4.5030 – 0 7

fitness2
flip 1776 14249 16.0462 0.3082 0.0089 2.0878 – 0 3
insert 1712 20581 24.0432 0.2956 0.0135 2.1379 3.73 1 1
swap 1776 14249 16.0462 0.3082 0.0092 2.0878 – 0 3
flipinsert 10922 471252 86.2941 0.1973 0.0079 6.0004 3.23 1 1
swapflip 10920 401688 73.5692 0.2265 0.0067 6.0015 3.43 1 1
swapflipinsert 10920 648497 118.7723 0.1955 0.0109 6.0015 2.94 1 1
swapinsert 1484 29029 39.1226 0.2638 0.0260 2.3140 2.81 1 1

fitness3
flip 2292 24305 21.2086 0.2648 0.0089 2.2094 3.79 1 1
insert 2166 30553 28.2114 0.2604 0.0129 2.2872 3.53 1 1
swap 2292 24305 21.2086 0.2648 0.0093 2.2094 3.79 1 1
flipinsert 10082 472850 93.8008 0.2053 0.0093 6.5003 3.08 1 1
swapflip 10080 398788 79.1246 0.2296 0.0079 6.5016 3.24 1 1
swapflipinsert 10080 642179 127.4165 0.2012 0.0127 6.5016 2.83 1 1
swapinsert 1866 47681 51.1050 0.2429 0.0271 2.4952 2.73 1 1
Table 4
General LON and basins’ statistics for 10 000 samples, with the lex initialization. We omit the random initialization, as the LONs always consisted of hundred
to thousands of disconnected components. We also omit fitness1 here as it has also resulted in disconnected components. For n = 7 the results for the combined
eighborhoods are missing as they were too large to be computed on our systems. A dash is shown when l cannot be computed as multiple disconnected components
xist.
Size Initialization Function Operator nv ne z C Cr b l π S

5 lex fitness2
flip 730 6272 17.1836 0.3022 0.0221 13.6356 3.0883 1 1
insert 260 4377 33.6692 0.4909 0.1296 3.8577 2.0222 1 1
swap 145 1960 27.0345 0.5687 0.1888 6.1172 1.9519 1 1
flipinsert 382 9569 50.0995 0.5323 0.1324 27.0969 1.9449 1 1
swapflip 193 2948 30.5492 0.5772 0.1610 52.6528 1.9664 1 1
swapflipinsert 280 7000 50.0000 0.5756 0.1784 36.6464 1.8604 1 1
swapinsert 240 5373 44.7750 0.5505 0.1862 4.1458 1.8633 1 1

fitness3
flip 813 8055 19.8155 0.3190 0.0238 12.3456 2.9684 1 1
insert 251 4355 34.7012 0.4918 0.1413 4.4542 1.9452 1 1
swap 183 3238 35.3880 0.5245 0.1972 5.3497 1.8835 1 1
flipinsert 414 11849 57.2415 0.5437 0.1395 25.8527 1.8909 1 1
swapflip 277 6554 47.3213 0.5370 0.1714 37.6570 1.8891 1 1
swapflipinsert 352 12190 69.2614 0.5584 0.1978 30.1477 1.8096 1 1
swapinsert 255 6363 49.9059 0.5292 0.1951 4.3451 1.8267 1 1

6 lex fitness2
flip 363 3025 16.6667 0.3863 0.0450 27.5840 3 1 1
insert 236 3536 29.9661 0.4187 0.1277 2.3136 2.1369 1 1
swap 62 487 15.7097 0.4982 0.2505 5.9677 1.9334 1 1
flipinsert 314 6550 41.7197 0.4724 0.1327 32.7229 2.0490 1 1
swapflip 128 1698 26.5313 0.5045 0.2089 78.8047 1.9382 1 1
swapflipinsert 221 4404 39.8552 0.5305 0.1815 46.0905 1.9461 1 1
swapinsert 156 2608 33.4359 0.5128 0.2163 3.0128 1.8864 1 1

fitness3
flip 595 4822 16.2084 0.3481 0.0280 17.2185 3.1043 1 1
insert 163 2283 28.0123 0.5252 0.1816 4.4479 1.9076 1 1
swap 113 1396 24.7080 0.5608 0.2219 5.9735 1.8254 1 1
flipinsert 422 9640 45.6872 0.4684 0.1076 26.3436 2.0016 1 1
swapflip 249 4420 35.5020 0.4949 0.1437 43.8153 1.9196 1 1
swapflipinsert 348 9459 54.3621 0.5046 0.1572 32.0920 1.8754 1 1
swapinsert 177 3389 38.2938 0.5402 0.2185 4.7345 1.8073 1 1

7 lex fitness2
flip 512 4223 16.4961 0.3550 0.0329 19.3516 – 0 2
insert 513 7742 30.1832 0.3696 0.0592 2.3294 – 0 2
swap 30 154 10.2667 0.5846 0.3326 21.9333 2 1 1

fitness3
flip 639 5212 16.3130 0.3201 0.0250 15.7042 – 0 2
insert 465 7152 30.7613 0.3926 0.0659 6.2839 3 1 1
swap 75 610 16.2667 0.6362 0.2105 14.6267 2 1 1
c

As it is possible to perform an exhaustive search for problem
ize n = 4 – because the total number of solutions is 216 – we
build the LONs by enumerating the search space. In other words,
the Algorithm 1 is executed for every possible initial solution
(every Boolean function in n = 4 variables). In larger sizes, we
onduct a sampling process using a fixed sample size, which is
 n

5

the number of unique initial solutions: for each solution, we run
Algorithm 1 until no further improvements are possible.1

1 While it is possible to calculate the fitness values of all 232 solutions in
ase of n = 5, it is not possible to conduct this many hill-climbs, including all
eighborhood calculations, which are needed to create the networks.
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Fig. 2. LON graphs on exhaustive n = 4 with the three fitness functions for operators flip, insert, swap.
Fig. 3. LON graphs on exhaustive n = 4 with the three fitness functions for combination using operators flipinsert, swapflipinsert, swapflip, and swapinsert.
n

f
f
a

Note that, because both our fitness functions (nonlinearity,
balancedness, and the Walsh–Hadamard spectrum) and our
neighborhood enumeration here require fully defined functions
(so that we can enumerate the complete neighborhood), small
structural changes would be necessary to transfer our approach
to partially defined Boolean functions that do not define all 2n

possible solutions.

6.1. Topological properties of local optima networks

In Tables 3 and 4, we show graph properties that are often
used for LON analyzes [29]. In particular, we extract the following
metrics. nv and ne represent the number of vertices (or nodes)
and the number of edges of the generated LON, respectively. As
6

in many other studies, we do not consider weights in the edges.
z is the average degree. C is the average clustering coefficient.
Cr is the average clustering coefficient of corresponding random
graphs (i.e., random graphs with the same number of vertices and
mean degree). b is the average basin size. l is the average shortest
path length between any two local optima. π is the connectivity,
which indicates if the LON is a connected graph. Finally, S is the
umber of connected components (sub-graphs).
In Table 3, we report on the exhaustive search for Boolean

unctions with size n = 4. We compare the three fitness functions
itness1, fitness2, and fitness3 using the seven neighborhood oper-
tors. We find that the number of vertices (nv) for flip, swap is the

same for the three functions, and this behavior also occurs with
swapflip and swapflipinsert , which indicates that the local optima
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nd the distinct starting points are the same for these operators.
owever, except for flip and swap on the three functions, the
ctual LONs are quite different, with the number of edges (ne)
anging between about 14 000 and 650 000.

The average degrees (z) are higher for combined neighbor-
oods than for the isolated operators. A higher number of edges
ne) can also be noted for the combined neighborhoods on fitness2
nd fitness3. Besides, the fitness1 function results in greater aver-

age degree than fitness2 and fitness3. Interestingly, the LON con-
sists of only one component for almost all instances for fitness2
and fitness3 (with the exception of flip and swap for fitness2
function). In combination with the observed high mean degree
and small minimum distances between nodes, this can mean that
a Tabu Search [40,41] with restarts or a Memetic Algorithm [42]
with built-in local searches, or even an approach with explicit
niching might be able to perform well and explore the entire
network.

Table 4 shows the results using 10 000 lexicographic-ordered
samples (i.e., for n ≥ 5), where a ‘‘sample’’ refers to a sampled
starting point and a subsequent deterministic hill-climb. We typ-
ically find several hundreds of local optima. This indicates that
there is a very large number of local optima in the landscape.2

Next, with the clustering coefficient (C) of a node i, we mea-
sure how close its neighbors are to being a clique, and it char-
acterizes the extent to which nodes adjacent to node i are con-
nected to each other. This determines, together with l, whether a
graph is a small-world network (in which nodes are highly clus-
tered yet the path length between them is small). We can observe
in both tables that the LONs show a significantly higher degree
of local clustering than their corresponding random graphs (Cr ).
This means that the local optima are connected in two ways:
dense local clusters and sparse interconnections, which can be
difficult to find and exploit for all operators. Besides this, all
connected LONs in both tables have a small minimal path length
l on average, i.e., any pair of local optima can be connected by
traversing only a few other local optima.

Additionally, for n = 4, we briefly investigate the extent
to which sampled landscapes are representative of the entire
problem. To do so, we sample the landscapes, extract the graph
properties, and calculate the correlations. The resulting graph
properties can be seen in Table 6 in the Appendix. Table 5 re-
ports the Spearman correlation coefficient between the sampled
landscapes and the completely enumerated landscapes. When the
correlation is higher than 0.4, then we highlight it in light blue.
As one might expect, random initialization can be used to roughly
estimate of the number of components (S). Generally, for the lex
initialization, the 10 000 samples results in higher correlations
than for the 1000 case; in some of the later experiments, we still
consider 1000 samples due to the size of the neighborhood. In
detail, lex shows a high correlation coefficient (with the complete
enumeration) for the degree, and it ranges between 0.4 and 0.5
for both clustering coefficient (C) and number of components (S).

Figs. 2 to 7 present the obtained networks for Boolean func-
tions with size n = 4 to n = 7. We can see in Figs. 2, 4, and 6 that
swap and insert LONs, for example, present local dense connected
components for fitness1 function, while, in Figs. 3, 5, and 7 for
flipinsert, swapflipinsert, swapflip, and swapinsert, for examples,
LONs are connected graphs for almost all fitness functions (except
in swapinsert for fitness1). The LONs for n = 5, n = 6, and n = 7
with lex initialization using 10 000 samples are connected graphs
for almost all fitness functions and operators. For this reason, we
suppressed them in this paper.

2 We do not report on the results of the LONs based on random initial
olutions (and the subsequent hill-climbs), as these consisted of hundreds or
ven thousands of disconnected components.
 m

7

6.2. Distribution of degree

To characterize the networks visually, we provide three types
of plots for our search space: (1) the cumulative degree distribu-
tion; (2) the correlation between the degree of local optima and
their corresponding basin sizes; and (3) the correlation between
the fitness of local optima and their corresponding basin sizes.

For the first one, the cumulative degree distribution function
represents the probability P(k) that a random node has a degree
larger than k.

Let us start with n = 4. In the left columns of Fig. 8 (for
eighborhoods in isolation) and of Fig. 9 (for neighborhoods in
ombination), we can see that the degree distributions hardly
ecay for small degrees for all the three single operators type
nd fitness functions, while their dropping rate is very high for
igh degrees, presenting short tails to the right. This behavior
hows that there are few nodes with a large number of neighbors.
owever, most parts of the local optima have a small number of
onnections. A benefit of these few nodes with high connectivity
s that these efficiently connect the entire landscape: a search at
random node has more chances to move to one of these high
egree nodes, and then to another node, which can be an efficient
ay to search the entire network.
Local search strategies on networks have been investigated

ccording to the degree distribution [43], particularly because
ome real-world network present properties in the topological
tructure that can be described by a power-law, or a scale-free
egree distribution P(k) = k−α , where α ∈ [2, 3] is a scaling

parameter.
Aiming to study the cumulative degree distribution more

strictly, we use the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test to investigate the
adequacy of power-law [44] and exponential models [45].3 The
test is performed on all distributions shown with a significance
level of 0.1. When the p − value > 0.1, the test fails to reject
power-law and exponential as plausible distribution models.

Considering the distributions reported in Fig. 8 for n = 4, none
of them fits power-law nor exponential models. For Figures .13,
.14, .15, and .16 (see Appendix) with 1000 samples, the n = 6
instances using lexicographic sampling (lex) and fitness2 function
type for flip operator, and fitness1 function type for swap operator,
fit a power-law. For Figures .17, .18, .19, and .20 (see Appendix)
with 10 000 samples the n = 5 instances for fitness2 function type
using lexicographic sampling (lex) for flip operator fit a power-
law, as well as for the same instance considering the fitness3
function type. The remaining instances do not fit a power-law nor
an exponential model.

The degree distribution contributes to search a power-law
graph more rapidly, assuming that the number of edges per node
varies from node to node, i.e., its edges do not allow us uniformly
sample the graph, but they preferentially lead to high degree
nodes [31]. This means that a landscape with few nodes and a
high degree enables that a search at a given node chosen at ran-
dom presents more chances to move to one of these high degree
nodes instead to another node, which can efficiently search the
entire network.

To summarize our analyzes of degree distributions, as most
instances cannot be represented with the straightforward inter-
pretation from power-law models, another way to analyze the
difficulty of the search space for the heuristics is to consider the
size of the basins of attraction — which we will explore next.

3 Originally proposed by [29] to describe the degree distributions for NK
odels.
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able 5
pearman correlation coefficient between exhausted and sampled landscapes for n = 4 for both lex and random initialization with 1000 and 10 000 samples.

Highlighted values present correlation higher than 0.4.
Samples Initialization nv ne z C Cr b l π S

1000 lex −0.0623 0.1891 0.8638 0.1670 0.0675 0.2181 −0.2018 0.2582 0.3173
random −0.0172 0.2468 0.1955 −0.2335 0.2709

10,000 lex −0.1807 0.2073 0.9210 0.5187 0.2338 0.4150 0.1632 0.3920 0.3738
random −0.0046 0.3290 0.3451 −0.3966 −0.2441 0.4353
Fig. 4. LON graphs for lex initialization on n = 5 with fitness functions fitness1 , fitness2 and fitness3 using 1000 samples for all three operators: flip, insert, swap.
Fig. 5. LON graphs for lex initialization on n = 5 with fitness functions fitness1 , fitness2 and fitness3 using 1000 samples for combination using operators flipinsert,
wapflipinsert, swapflip, and swapinsert.
8
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Fig. 6. LON graphs for lex initialization on n = 6 with fitness functions fitness1 , fitness2 and fitness3 using 1000 samples for all three operators: flip, insert, swap.
Fig. 7. LON graphs for lex initialization on n = 6 with fitness functions fitness1 , fitness2 and fitness3 using 1000 samples for combination using operators flipinsert,
wapflipinsert, swapflip, and swapinsert.
.3. Basin size correlation

Our ‘‘matrices of plots’’ present the basin correlation in the
iddle and right columns, i.e., Figs. 8 and 9 show this for n =
, and Figs. 10, 11, and 12 show these for the larger values of
. A particular focus of the last three mentioned figures is the
ifference of 1000 samples to 10 000 samples.
Let us again start with n = 4 in Figs. 8 and 9. Firstly, flips

nd swaps seem to result in almost perfectly identical LONs.
his is interesting, as the flips generate neighbors with the same
amming distance to the original, and swaps generate neighbors
ith the Hamming distances 0 or 2.
9

Secondly, the swapinsert (green) neighborhood typically re-
sults in very different LONs, as we have already seen in the earlier
tables: the local optima are significantly less interconnected. This
might result from using two operators that result in neighbors
with the Hamming distance 0 or 2 in combination with the
lexicographic sampling. Also, it appears that the use of the flip
operator results in significantly greater basins of attraction —
however, as we are using the lexicographic sampling of the initial
solutions, this comes to no big surprise.

Thirdly, we can observe that the three different fitness func-
tions resulted in quite different landscapes, and in particular,
fitness1 is quite different from the other two. We can see some

correlations for fitness1 of basin size with degree and fitness. At
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Fig. 8. Statistical measures on exhaustive n = 4 with the three fitness functions for operators flip (black), insert (blue), swap (red): Cumulative degree distribution
in a log–log scale (left), Correlation between the degree of local optima and their corresponding basin sizes (middle), and Correlation between the fitness of local
optima and their corresponding basin sizes (right).
Fig. 9. Statistical measures on exhaustive n = 4 with the three fitness functions for combination using operators flipinsert (black), swapflipinsert (blue), swapflip
red), and swapinsert (green): Cumulative degree distribution in a log–log scale (left), Correlation between the degree of local optima and their corresponding basin
izes (middle), and Correlation between the fitness of local optima and their corresponding basin sizes (right).
irst sight, it is not clear how this information can be used in a
euristic. However, if techniques like self-adaptation and restarts
re used in combination with fitness1, then the progress achieved
ver time can be used in online control to indicate the expected
chievable solution quality. Moreover, it should be possible to
stimate this characteristic in a search heuristic with restarts to
nfluence the amount of perturbation that is performed on the
urrent best solution (i.e., to provide the first solution for the next
10
hill-climb): if a solution resulted after a local search presents poor
fitness, then a not-too-small perturbation should be applied to
determine the initial point for the next run, aiming to increase
chances to escape the small, bad basin of attraction. Note that
the opposite does not hold, meaning that a large perturbation
does not guarantee success. For fitness2 and fitness3, however, the
correlation is a lot weaker and hence might be difficult to exploit.
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Fig. 10. Statistical measures for lex initialization on n = 5 with fitness functions fitness2 and fitness3 using 1000 (black) and 10 000 (blue) samples for all three
perators: Cumulative degree distribution in a log–log scale (left), Correlation between the degree of local optima and their corresponding basin sizes (middle), and
orrelation between the fitness of local optima and their corresponding basin sizes (right).
Lastly, let us highlight a few interesting aspects of the land-
capes when n is larger, i.e., in Figs. 10, 11, and 12. For example,
we can observe (except in the case of n = 6) that the distance
rom the black distributions to the blue ones (factor 10 increase
n samples) is roughly the same across all experiments — in
articular, this applies (roughly) to both dimensions in all three
11
figures. If the increase would be limited to a shift in the y-
axis, then this would mean that the 10-fold increase in samples
does not uncover different structures (as expressed in different
degree distributions) in the landscape. However, the increase
along the x-axis means that the rate of uncovering new structures
is relatively stable. We believe that the number of samples has
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Fig. 11. Statistical measures for lex initialization on n = 6 with fitness functions fitness2 and fitness3 using 1000 (black) and 10 000 (blue) samples for all three
perators: Cumulative degree distribution in a log–log scale (left), Correlation between the degree of local optima and their corresponding basin sizes (middle), and
orrelation between the fitness of local optima and their corresponding basin sizes (right). Note that, in a few cases in the left column, no black line can be drawn
s not enough points exist for a log–log plot.
et to be further increased as the degree distributions do not
how signs of convergence yet. n = 6 with swaps or inserts
hows significantly different behavior, and it might be the case
hat substructures have not been discovered during a local search
hat resulted in interconnections between the local optima. This
arrants additional future research.
12
Besides this, we can generally observe good correlations of
degrees and basin sizes when inserts or swaps are used for n = 5
and n = 6. We can also observe that for n = 7 only inserts
seem to provide a decent correlation of degrees and basin sizes
that might be exploitable, as mentioned above. Also, as before,
the fitness of local optima seems to only carry some possibly
exploitable information in the case of flips.
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Fig. 12. Statistical measures for lex initialization on n = 7 with fitness functions fitness2 and fitness3 using 1000 (black) and 10 000 (blue) samples for all three
perators: Cumulative degree distribution in a log–log scale (left), Correlation between the degree of local optima and their corresponding basin sizes (middle), and
orrelation between the fitness of local optima and their corresponding basin sizes (right).
These experimental results can summarize some insights re-
arding the search improvements. The topological properties for
itness2 and fitness3 are LON of only one component for almost
ll instances, presenting high mean degree and small minimum
istances between nodes. Besides, the local optima are connected
s dense local clusters and sparse interconnections, which can
13
be difficult to exploit. Some heuristics such as Tabu Search with
restarts or a Memetic Algorithm with built-in local searches, or
even an approach with explicit niching might be able to explore
the entire network searching for promising solutions. According
to the basin distribution there are few nodes with a large num-
ber of neighbors connecting the entire landscape: a search at a
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andom node has more chances to move to one of these high
egree nodes, and then to another node, which can be an efficient
ay to search the entire network. Moreover flip operator seems
o provide more information using basin size and fitness of local
ptima correlation than the others operators.

. Conclusions

Boolean functions are interesting mathematical objects that
re widely used in many domains. Heuristics play an important
ole in their construction. However, little is known about the
ctual problem difficulty and the effect of various design deci-
ions. This paper conducted a fitness landscape analysis (FLA)
o study the effect of various decisions on the optimization of
ryptographic properties. We investigated Boolean functions con-
idering a different number of function sizes, three fitness func-
ions, seven neighborhood operators used in isolation as well as
n combination, and two initialization strategies.

We presented and analyzed the local optima networks (LONs)
btained using a local search heuristic to investigate the search
pace structure. Furthermore, we studied the degree distribu-
ion and the correlation between the basins of attraction with
ome LON properties looking for additional information about
he search difficulty, considering scenarios (e.g., combinations of
eighborhoods) not investigated before.
We have observed (1) that the naive fitness function results

n LONs with disconnected components, (2) which can typically
e avoided by moving to other fitness functions. However, (3)
e then appear to lose a correlation of basin size and LON
egrees. (4) For our largest n = 7 (i.e., when the search space
s 2128), inserts appear to provide the largest possible exploitable
orrelation of basin sizes, local optima degrees, and local optima
itness.

In this paper, we concentrated on Boolean functions with 4
o 7 variables. In future work, we plan to extend our analysis
p to 10 variables (i.e., up to 1024 bits), which will require new
pproaches for evaluating complete neighborhoods.
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